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30LBS Keg Freon Refrigerant 

10LBS Keg Solstice yf Refrigerant

LUC 20005-30 | 14oz

may - june 2024

Refrigerant Special!

Near drop-in, F-gas
regulation compliant
replacement for R-134A in
Mobile Air/Conditioning
systems. Quickly becoming
the global refrigerant
standard for mobile air
conditioning!

Used in automotive air
conditioning and as a
replacement for R12 and
R22 in medium and high
temperature refrigeration
applications, such as
commercial and domestic
refrigeration and chillers.

LINE CODE: PVW

Red “n” Tacky
Grease

A smooth, tacky, red lithium
complex grease fortified with
rust and oxidation inhibitors.

Agricultural, automotive and
industrial applications
Water resistant
Excellent mechanical stability
Long storage life



CPS VPOQ12

Extremely high quality,
severely hydrotreated
vacuum pump oil.
Comes in a 1-quart bottle.

Also available as a case of 12!

A/C Refrigerant Supreme Flushing Fluid
Solution

CPS AFMSF | 1gal CPS VPC4SU

Pro-Set® 4 CFM Compact Vacuum Pump

CPS QC1214-SET

HFO1234yf Conversion Set 14mm Fittings
With Tank Adapter

CPS QC134SET CPS NITROKITG

Chrome manual couplers
Latching balls
Cross pin valve depressor design
Safety sleeve to prevent venting
Chrome body and aluminum
anodized knob

Premium Manual Couplers A/C Nitrogen Leak Detector Kit

CPS LDA1000UV

6 latching balls
AD88L HFO Tank adapter
1/2" Acme Male Right Hand Thread
1/2" Acme Female Left Hand Thread

Convert older R-134a manifolds
to use with HFO1234yf.

Spotgun™ A/C ExtenDye Injection Kit

UVW 488046P |
UVW 488100P |
UVW 488125P |
UVW 488150P |

PAG 46
PAG 100
PAG 125
PAG 150

Spotgun™ Oil Cartridges

UVW 413025

UVW 488048PBD |
UVW 488100PBD |

PAG 46
PAG 100

CMX® Ceramic Trim Restore
& Coat

CMX® Ceramic Wash & Coat

CMX® Ceramic Spray Coating

MOT 01024 | 710ml

MOT 01224 | 710ml

CMX® Surface Prep

Biodegradable grease-cutting solvents
and surfactants dig deep, dissolving oils
and lifting away surface-clinging
contaminants. Can be used on virtually
every exterior surface of your vehicle,
including paint, glass, trim, wheels, tires
and more. Silicone-free formula is safe for
body shop environments!

MOT 01300 | 200ml MOT 01548 | 1420ml

Finds leaks that others miss!
UV PoweRating: 1135
True UV: Fluoresces dyes brighter than blue LED lights
Constant Current Technology: Maintains steady
power output throughout the charge
Adjustable Lens Focus: For focusing light intensity
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery: Years of trouble-
free battery life
Compact Design: Perfect for use in tight areas
Durable Aluminum Construction

UV Phazer NEO™ UV Leak Detection Light

Includes the UV Phazer NEO,
UV enhancing glasses,

& battery charger.

A/C Oil with A/C EXTENDYE

Reduces wear
Improves efficiency
Extend component life
Detects leaks with UV lamp
8oz bottle

PIC 7065-0C |
PIC 7066-0C |
PIC 7067-0C |

PIC 7068-HD0C |

6", 40lb
7.5", 50lb
11", 50lb
HD 15", 120lb

481500YF:
Comes with R-1234yf hose
adapter assembly
PAG 46 HFO oil cartridge

481500:
Comes with R-12 and R-134a
hose adapter assemblies
PAG 46 oil cartridge

UVW 481500YF
UVW 481500

Spotgun™ Oil Injection KitRefrigerant Leak Detector with UV
Clip-on Light

Cable Ties

Pro-Set® Premium Vacuum Pump Oil

UVW 471500A

Ideal for use with major flush
machines
Removes Leak Stop Polymers
Fast Evaporating
Bio-Degradable
Non-Corrosive

Exceptional ultimate vacuum
rating as low as 100 microns
Proprietary oil mist free
exhaust port cap for the
clean, safe job environment
Large oil sight glass and fill
port with easily accessible oil
drain port
Weighs only 11lbs

Automotive A/C leak pressure test
kit with nitrogen facilitates easy
pre-checks for loose mechanical
connections, hose leaks,
evaporators and condensers
without using refrigerant and
venting into the atmosphere.

50-hour battery life, Auto Off after 10 minutes
Both visual and audible leak indicators
2-year warranty

excluding batteries/sensor
Microprocessor controlled
sensor electronics improves
sensitivity while reducing
false alarms

Pull the trigger to inject a precise amount of dye
into the A/C system and you’re done!
Includes:

Spotgun injector with R-12
and R-134a adapters
A/C ExtenDye cartridge
(8 oz/240 mL)

8oz cartridges that utilize the
Spotgun injection system to inject
a precise measured amount of
A/C Oil while eliminating moisture
contamination in the oil.

One piece self-locking cable ties.
Suitable for use up to 185°F (85°C).

An affordable, user-friendly, ultra-durable,
super-hydrophobic protection formula.
provides ultra long-term protection from
the elements and relentless water
beading. Use as a stand-alone product,
or as a booster over your existing sealant
or ceramic coating.

Instantly reveals that dark, factory-new color
with superior ceramic richness. Utilizing a
unique acrylic-Si02 nano-quartz blend, you’ll
be left with an ultra-durable, super-
hydrophobic, heat resistant protection barrier,
preventing further deterioration caused by
sun, smog, ozone, water, chemicals and
airborne contaminants.

High efficiency formula that minimizes
drying time while also neutralizing
water-spot causing minerals.  Help
protect your paint from wash-
induced scratches and swirls with no
streaking or spotting. Can be used as
a bead booster over your existing
ceramic coating, sealant or wax, or
even as a stand-alone quick-coat on
uncoated vehicles.



California Gold® 3 Clay Bars Complete KitPowerCone® 360

Protectant PowerBall Mini®CMX® Ceramic 3-in-1 Polish & Coat

MOT 01716 | 473ml MOT 05141

MOT 05146

Patented spherical cone extends its
polishing ability and effective surface
area to not only polish those difficult-to-
reach areas and broad, curved
surfaces with ease, but now you can
safely tackle those knuckle-busting,
backside polishing jobs as well.  This
means smoother transitions, deeper
polishing and less “grabbing” over
sharp edges and wheel spokes!

MOT 37240 010 19370292 | 510g

Kleen-Flo Aerosol Glass Cleaner

KLF 885 | 550g KLF 852 | 4L

Wash’n Wax Liquid Bone Sponge

PSI 40102

PSI 93006PSI 40309

PSI 93007

PSI 45606AS

Slick Mist Car Care Kit High Zinc Engine Break-In Oil SAE 20W-50

Hot Rod & Classic Car Motor Oil

LUC 10636 | 5qt.

PMO MAG65828 |
PMO MAG64192 |
PMO MAG64193 |
PMO MAG62631 |

0W-20
5W-20
5W-30
15W-40

Full Synthetic Motor Oil

62631 is premium conventional CK-4 heavy
duty diesel engine oil.
65828/64192/64193 are full synthetic motor oil.

MAG 1® with FMX® Technology provides
unsurpassed protection in every viscosity.

PEN 550046554 |
PEN 550046123 |
PEN 550046227 |

SAE 0W-20
SAE 5W-20
SAE 5W-30

Two-sided towel for interior and exterior dusting,
polishing and detailing
Plush deep pile luxury fibers
Scratch- and lint-free detailing
No chemicals needed
Dimensions: 16" x 16"

LUC 20558

ACDelco Aerosol Glass Cleaner

Microfiber MAX Soft Touch Detailing Towel

MAG 1 Motor Oil

Pacific Coast Dash DusterLong Chenille Microfiber Wash Mitt

Pacific Coast Car Duster

LUC 10679 |
LUC 10683 |
LUC 10684 |

SAE 10W-30
SAE 10W-40
SAE 20W-50

MOT 05324 |
MOT 05302 |

710ml
1 gal

Does it all, from pre-coat paint correction
to priming your paint for ceramic
application or even to repair and refresh
an existing coating. Cutting-edge
abrasives quickly remove imperfections
on any coated or uncoated painted
surface. Does not contain waxes or oils
that negate adhesion!

Preserves and protects tires,
bumpers, dashboards, door
panels, running boards and
window trim…just about
anything that’s rubber, vinyl or
plastic. Beautifies and protects
against the harshest of
elements to keep your vehicle
looking like new. 

Takes your intricate, hard-to-reach,
tedious polishing jobs and makes them
easy. Retains the signature speed,
ruggedness and versatility of the original
PowerBall®, while adding reach and
pinpoint accuracy for those knuckle-
busting jobs. It’s perfect for polishing
wheels, diamond plate, engine
components and much more.

Protects paint integrity and
restores brilliance to your car’s
paint, chrome, glass, and smooth
plastics before contaminants can
become deeply embedded.
Kit contains 3 clay bars and 16
oz of instant detailer.

A non-streaking glass cleaner that removes
cigarette smoke, dirt, fingerprints, grime,
and other contaminants. Specifically
designed to be quick and effective, and will
clean windows on automobiles, trucks,
airplants, boats. Can double as a household
window cleaner!

Ideal for auto, marine, fleet and home
use. Cleans windows, mirrors, formica
and porcelain. Specially formulated for
body shops and industrial use.

A liquid shampoo and
waxing system designed
originally for professional car
wash operators. Dries without
spotting or streaks.

Extra absorbent and durable
Bone shape is easy to hold
Extra large sponge can hold
more soap and water
Perfect for any car wash
Won't scratch or damage even
the most sensitive surfaces

Long microfiber super suds
maker holds more soap and
water
Cleans like a mop without
snagging on crevices
Elastic cuff keeps mitt snug
80/20 blend
Preferred by car collectors
and professional detailers

Specially treated fibers lift dust and
dirt. Safe on all surfaces. Use for
auto, home and more.

Specially treated fibers to lift dust and dirt
Will not scratch the paint
Long handle for extended reach and easy use
Includes storage bag
Preferred by car collectors and professional detailers

Everything needed to make
your vehicle showroom ready!

Interior Detailer
Tire & Trim Shine
Speed Wax
Microfiber Towel (16" x 16")

Each bottle contains 710ml.

Quicker more efficient ring seal
Higher levels of zinc and phosphorus
for maximum protection
A must use for flat tappet camshaft
break-in
Less blow-by equates more power
and better ring seal
Requires no moly supplement and
no additional additives
Compatible with methanol and
high octane race fuel

Provides tougher, thicker additive film for
maximum protection
Lowers oil temperature & extends oil life
Minimizes metal fatigue
Improves pressure in worn engines
Compatible with methanol and all racing
fuels, as well as synthetic and non-
synthetic oils
5 quarts

Complete protection for
top engine performance.



Designed to provide a secure and reliable connection
between the towing vehicle and the trailer.

Plastic housing protects socket
from damage, for durability in
all weather conditions
Ideal for use in industrial,
agricultural, and automotive
markets

DYN 27090

DYN 27048

DYN 27082

DYN 27050

DYN 27084DYN 27054

MMM 26580
SEM 56650 |
SEM 56670 |

Trailer Adapter
7-Way Blade to 4-Way Round

SAT 1160390

Prices are subject to change without notice. 

BODYSHOPBODYSHOP
Accuspray™ ONE Spray Gun System
with 3M™ PPS™ Series 2.0 Spray Cup System

Gladiator XC Coatings
A high quality, 2K urethane, texture coating
that provides a durable, chemical and fade
resistant protective coating for truck beds,
recreational vehicles, industrial equipment,
restoration and more.

SATAminijet 4400 B
Lady Edition II

Small and compact:
Particularly suitable for
smaller areas or hard to
reach places
Low maintenance, self-
adjusting air piston and
paint needle packings
Suitable for a wide range
of applications such as
car refinishing, decorative
painting, carpentry,
yacht/boat building, and
industrial applications
Promoting the importance
of women working in the
paint application industry
and celebrating their
contributions

DYN 27096

7-Way Socket Plastic Housing
Vehicle Side

Trailer Adapter
7-Way Blade to 6-Way Round

7-Way Blade Teser

7-Way Plug-In Plastic Housing
Trailer Side

Breakaway Switch

Heavy Duty 4 Pole Connector

DYN 27010

7-Way Socket LED & 4-Way Plug
Vehicle Side

4-Way Flat Connector with Cover

DYN 27098

A durable and reliable connector
that is ideal for various applications
in the automotive, agriculture, and
industrial markets.

Heavy-duty construction
Long-lasting performance
even in harsh environments
Easy to install
Provides a secure connection

A heavy duty, weather-resistant plug designed for use
on trailers. Commonly used in the automotive and
industrial markets.

Plastic housing protects
electrical contacts from dirt,
debris, and moisture to ensure
a reliable connection.

An easy-to-install electrical connector for trailers.
LED lights on socket to indicate when power is
running through wiring
4-way plug for connecting
to standard trailers
Compatible with
most vehicle types

A plug-and-play device that allows you to connect a 7-
pin socket on your vehicle to a 6-pole round socket on
your trailer.

A must-have for those who
frequently tow a trailer
Ideal for use in industrial,
agricultural, and automotive
markets

Allows vehicles with different trailer wiring connectors to
tow trailers with different wiring configurations.

Easy installation
High quality materials
Suitable for various types of
trailers, including those used for
industrial, agriculture, and
automotive purposes

Compatible with most standard 4-way flat wiring
harnesses and is an essential component for safe
and reliable towing
Easy to install
Commonly used for trailer,
small boats, & utility vehicles
Comes with weather-
resistant cover

A diagnostic tool designed to quickly troubleshoot
trailer light connections.

Features LED’s for easy testing of each function
Useful tool for DIYers and professionals
Ensures proper trailer connections

Designed to activate the trailer brakes in case of
accidental separation from the tow vehicle. Features a
pull-pin style activation.

4ft, 16ga wire
Suitable for use with
various types of trailers,
including utility, horse,
and boat trailers

Comes in convenient retail packaging - perfect for
both the DIYer and the professional!

ONE gun meets all of your spraying needs
Kit includes:

Five (5) Standard size (22 oz, 650 ml) 3M™ PPS™
Series 2.0 Lids and Liners
Five replaceable atomizing heads

2.0 mm (red)
1.8 mm (clear)

1.4 mm (orange)
1.3 mm (green)
1.2 mm (blue)

Fast, simple
head

replacement
affords the

performance
of a brand

new spray gun
on demand!

Use for:
Truckbeds
Off road vehicles
Trailers
Farm Equipment
Industrial & Commercial
Vehicles
Marine (above the
waterline)
Recreation
Golf carts

...and much more!

Black
Tintable


